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JMS 562 — FINAL CAMPAIGN
Company: GoldieBlox
Problem to solve: Bring awareness to moms
that there is a fun and interactive toy that will
help their daughters build their spatial skills,
which will ultimately lead to better futures.

Campaign USP: Teaching spatial skills to young
girls

Team Responsibilities:
Haley Daniels
• Print Ad 1
• Print Ad 2
• Print Ad 3
• Tote Bag Ad
• Point of Purchase (POP) Ad
• Event Ad

GoldieBlox Toy Sets

JMS 562 —FINAL CAMPAIGN
Company/Client Name:
GoldieBlox
Product/Service:
GoldieBlox Toy Construction Sets
Product/Service Background:
GoldieBlox is a toy company that specializes in construction sets for little girls. Every construction set
comes with a storybook starring the main character
Goldie, her friends, and her pets. Each storybook not
only tells a story to go along with the model being
built, but it also includes the instructions on how to
build the model. GoldieBlox was started by Debbie
Sterling, a former mechanical engineer who wants to
encourage more girls to enter fields of math, science,
and engineering.
Competitive landscape (competition):
Our competitors would be LEGO, PLAYMOBIL, and
Barbie. What differentiates GoldieBlox from LEGO and
PLAYMOBIL is that it is marketed to girls, where LEGO
is typically marketed more towards boys. Even though
Lego has its own line of “girls” sets called LEGO Friends,
they don’t involve building functional models or a consistent story line. Barbie is one of the biggest competitors of GoldieBlox, but Barbie focuses more on fashion
and collecting dolls, where GoldieBlox encourages girls
to read, learn, and build.
Business/Advertising objective
To show moms that their daughters have a fun option
that will encourage and build their learning and spatial
skills.
Media Mix (Touchpoints)
• 3 print ads
• promotional ad- tote bag
• point of purchase ad
• event ad
Target Audience (who would buy this):
Young working moms between the age of 30 and 40,
who want to instill good values in their daughters.
Tone of Voice:
Fun, encouraging, and educational

Mandatory Campaign Elements
• Headline
• Visual
• Logo
• Tagline
• Call to action,
• Product image
• Body Copy
Proposition/Promise/Benefit:
Teaching spatial skills to young girls

Q/A
What are your considerations when identifying
your ideal prospect? Please fill in.
We want to consider what factors are important to
mothers when it comes to their daughters’ futures. We
want to promote the idea of girls being just as strong
and smart as boys while maintaining a sense of girliness.
What does your customer really need or want?
Our customers want to find a toy that their daughters
can play with that promote more than gender norms
such as playing dolls.
How can your solution or service solve their
problem(s)?
GoldieBlox offers toy construction sets that make learning and building functional models fun and interactive.
Since GoldieBlox incoporates characters and story lines,
building things has become much more meaningful to
these little girls.
What factors motivate their audience buying decisions? (Weigh logicals and emotionals) Logical/
rational factors:
GoldieBlox helps increase spatial skills for little girls,
which can help them enter advanced fields such as
engineering in the future.
Emotional factors:
These include sense of relief, pride, and respect on behalf of moms for their daughters.
Why do your existing (or new) customers choose your
business over your competitors?
They choose our business, because when it comes
down to it, there’s no other toy company on the market that offers the same benefits. Even though there
are other building set toys, none of them are solely
targeted to young females. All are either marketed as
boy products or unisex products. Most girl toys that
you would find in the “pink aisle” represent other ideas
such as fashion and beauty, compared to strenght and
intelligence.
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Company: GoldieBlox
Problem to solve: Bring awareness to moms
that there is a fun and interactive toy that will
help their daughters build their spatial skills,
which will ultimately lead to better futures.

Campaign USP: Teaching spatial skills to young
girls

Top Concepts:
Playing Dress-up is a thing of the past
When her role model is you
Tell a story from beginning to end

Mindmap

•
INSPIRATION PHRASE
•
			
•
• Taking what’s already there and molding it•
for a better future			
•
• It’s our duty to let our daughters to
•
achieve anything					 •
• Learning new things one step at a time
• Watch, listen, and achieve			
•
• Learn until you get it right			
•
• Start fostering your imagination now
•
• Your girls are precious and so are their
•
brains
•
• Build an education that lasts a lifetime
•
• When learning becomes your favorite
•
thing
•
• Discover the fun side of learning 		
•
• Showing girls they can do whatever they •
want to do			
•
• Building knowledge one part at a time
•
• Watch your daughter pave the way of the •
future
•
• Practice until you reach perfection		
•
• Every story starts somewhere			
•
• Tapping into your cranium			
•
• Seeking answers in innovative ways		
• Finding the answers, one clue at a time
			

			
			
			
			
			
			

Trust your gut
Let them explore their creativity
Always know that knowledge has your back
We’re always here for you
Don’t worry they’ll be prepared
Appreciate the small things			
Watch them take their creativity to the next
level
Escaping reality piece by piece			
Goldie is a pal for life			
Building is believing 			
Share your toys and your knowledge!
Become the master of getting things solved
So fun, they won't know they're engineering
Playing dress-up is a thing of the past
Preparation from girl to woman		
Take your tools anywhere			
Because intelligence is a beautiful thing
A slice of what's yet to come 			
When her role model is you			
Dream it then build it 			
From GoldieBlox to Golden Gate		
Tell a story from beginning to end
One page at a time, one piece at a time
Build your favorite place			
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Company: GoldieBlox
Team Member: Haley Daniels
Problem to solve:
Bring awareness to moms that there is a fun
and interactive toy that will help their daughters build their spatial skills, which will ultimately lead to better futures.
Campaign USP:
Teaching spatial skills to young girls
Ad Concept Rational:
For my print ads I wanted to convey the
storybook aspect of GoldieBlox. Since these ads
are targeted at the mothers buying the toys, I
wanted to make the story about their
daughters and their daughters’ futures. I chose
to design each page to look like it came out of a
fairy tale, because it shows the young girl
embracing fantasy and playing all while
improving her spatial skills. These skills are what
led her to becoming an architect in this case.
These ads display the possibilities a young child
can achieve by playing with GoldieBlox while
maintaining a sense of
femininity.

Print Ad A
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Company: GoldieBlox
Team Member: Haley Daniels
Problem to solve:
Bring awareness to moms that there is a fun
and interactive toy that will help their daughters build their spatial skills, which will ultimately lead to better futures.
Campaign USP:
Teaching spatial skills to young girls
Ad Concept Rational:
For my print ads I wanted to convey the
storybook aspect of GoldieBlox. Since these ads
are targeted at the mothers buying the toys, I
wanted to make the story about their
daughters and their daughters’ futures. I chose
to design each page to look like it came out of a
fairy tale, because it shows the young girl
embracing fantasy and playing all while
improving her spatial skills. These skills are what
led her to becoming an engineer in this case.
These ads display the possibilities a young child
can achieve by playing with GoldieBlox while
maintaining a sense of
femininity.

Print Ad B
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Company: GoldieBlox
Team Member: Haley Daniels
Problem to solve:
Bring awareness to moms that there is a fun
and interactive toy that will help their daughters build their spatial skills, which will ultimately lead to better futures.
Campaign USP:
Teaching spatial skills to young girls
Ad Concept Rational:
For my print ads I wanted to convey the
storybook aspect of GoldieBlox. Since these ads
are targeted at the mothers buying the toys, I
wanted to make the story about their
daughters and their daughters’ futures. I chose
to design each page to look like it came out of a
fairy tale, because it shows the young girl
embracing fantasy and playing all while
improving her spatial skills. These skills are what
led her to becoming an scientist in this case.
These ads display the possibilities a young child
can achieve by playing with GoldieBlox while
maintaining a sense of
femininity.

Print Ad C
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Company: GoldieBlox
Team Member: Haley Daniels
Problem to solve:
Bring awareness to moms that there is a fun
and interactive toy that will help their daughters build their spatial skills, which will ultimately lead to better futures.
Campaign USP:
Teaching spatial skills to young girls
Ad Concept Rational:
For my promotional ad, I wanted to convey the
storybook aspect of GoldieBlox. Since these ads
are targeted at the mothers buying the toys, I
wanted to make the story about their
daughters and their daughters’ futures. I chose
to design each page to look like it came out of a
fairy tale, because it shows the young girl
embracing fantasy and playing all while
improving her spatial skills. These ads display
the possibilities a young child can achieve by
playing with GoldieBlox while maintaining a
sense of femininity. I chose a tote bag because
moms tend to use tote bags for the beach, the
park, carring excess things around, and even as
reusable grocery bags.

Supporting Element / Non-Traditional Promo A
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Company: GoldieBlox
Team Member: Haley Daniels
Problem to solve:
Bring awareness to moms that there is a fun
and interactive toy that will help their daughters build their spatial skills, which will ultimately lead to better futures.
Campaign USP:
Teaching spatial skills to young girls
Ad Concept Rational:
For my point of purchase ad I wanted to convey
the storybook aspect of GoldieBlox. Since these
ads are targeted at the mothers buying the
toys, I wanted to make the story about their
daughters and their daughters’ futures. I chose
to design each page to look like it came out of a
fairy tale, because it shows the young girl
embracing fantasy and playing all while
improving her spatial skills. These ads display
the possibilities a young child can achieve by
playing with GoldieBlox while maintaining a
sense of femininity. I chose a point of purchase
ad since GoldieBlox is a newer toy in the
marketplace. By placing it where a mom would
be shopping for toys might spark her interest in
the prooduct.

Supporting Element / Non-Traditional Promo B
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Company: GoldieBlox
Team Member: Haley Daniels
Problem to solve:
Bring awareness to moms that there is a fun
and interactive toy that will help their daughters build their spatial skills, which will ultimately lead to better futures.
Campaign USP:
Teaching spatial skills to young girls
Ad Concept Rational:
For my event ad I wanted to convey the
storybook aspect of GoldieBlox. Since these ads
are targeted at the mothers buying the toys, I
wanted to make the story about their
daughters and their daughters’ futures. I chose
to design each page to look like it came out of a
fairy tale, because it shows the young girl
embracing fantasy and playing all while
improving her spatial skills. These ads display
the possibilities a young child can achieve by
playing with GoldieBlox while maintaining a
sense of femininity. For the event I made a flyer which describes the event taking place. The
event in this case is to build a model design for
the next Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade Float.
GoldieBlox had a float entered one year and has
made a toy set on how to construct a replica. By
continuing this event, it increases brand
recognition and can even lead to a new toy set.

Event / Stunt

